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Abstract—The expenses for attracting new customers are much
higher compared to the ones needed to maintain old customers
due to the increasing competition and business saturation. So
customer retention is one of the leading factors in companies’
marketing. Customer retention requires a churn management,
and an effective management requires an exact and effective
model for churn prediction. A variety of techniques and
methodologies have been used for churn prediction, such as
logistic regression, neural networks, genetic algorithm, decision
tree etc.. In this article, a hybrid method is presented that
predicts customers churn more accurately, using data fusion and
feature extraction techniques. After data preparation and feature
selection, two algorithms, LOLIMOT and C5.0, were trained
with different size of features and performed on test data. Then
the outputs of the individual classifiers were combined with
weighted voting. The results of applying this method on real data
of a telecommunication company proved the effectiveness of the
method.
Keywords-customer churn; data mining; hybrid method;
LOLIMOT; C5.0; weighted voting

I.

INTRODUCTION

The way companies communicate with their customers has
become a key point for competition in marketing. Concepts
such as customer acquisition, maintenance and satisfaction are
internalized in companies. According to studies, the expenses
for attracting a new customer are 5-10 times more than
maintaining an old one [1]. On the other hand, customer
maintenance has its own expenses and it’s not possible to have
these expenses for all customers, because not all customers
worth maintaining. Thus, churn management systems are
looking for customers that want to leave the company. The key
point which shows the importance of churn management
systems is that, studies show that a 5% increase in customer
retention will have a 25% to 95% benefit increase for
companies [2]. A lot of studies have been carried out in churn
management, and different methods for recognizing downfall
reasons and churn prediction and prevention have been used.
Among these, data analysis methods have been used widely.
Customer churn is a situation in which customers decide to
leave the company. The meaning of churn is different in
different areas [3-5]. Most definitions keep the related
www.etasr.com

behaviors with a product and a defined threshold with business
rules in mind. When customer’s transaction is less than the
threshold, churn occurs [6]. Authors in [7], defined customer
churn, in banking field, as those customers who close their
accounts. Authors in [6] define churn as those who have less
than 2500 Euro (save, and all other kind of properties) in
banks. Technically according to (1) churn is the customer loss
in a defined time period.
Monthly churn=(C0+A1-C1)/C0

(1)

Here C0 means the number of customers at the beginning
of the period, C1 is the number of customers at the end of the
period and A1 is the number of new customers in the period.
Generally, customer churn prediction is a binary
classification that its outcome shows the probability of
customer churn [10, 11]. However, the special nature of the
churn prediction problem causes analysis algorithms to face
some limitations. For example, in these problems, data are
imbalanced. This means that lost customers are just a small part
of the data. In addition, extended learning programs will face
some kinds of noise. In any case, churn prediction needs to
classify customers according to the probability of churn [12].
Different approaches work on this problem and they have some
defects themselves. For example, although algorithms based on
decision trees are used for classification, it is possible that
some leaves have the same class probability. In addition, this
method is noise sensitive. Neural networks are looking for
suboptimal solutions and when the number of parameters of
models increases an overfitting happen. Although genetic
algorithms present accurate prediction models, they can’t make
the probability of occurrence clear. And finally methods like
support vector machines usually don’t lead to the best results.
In Table I, a summary of the above mentioned methods and
their characteristics is shown.
In this study, using data fusion and feature extraction
techniques, a hybrid method is presented for a more accurate
prediction of customer churn. After data preparation and
feature selection, two algorithms, LOLIMOT and C5.0, are
trained with different size of features and the outputs of
individual classifiers are combined with weighted voting.
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TABLE I.
Reference
[13]

[14]

Goal
Explanation and application
of modeling systems for
automatic prediction of
mobile service providers
Making churn prediction
model by C4.5 algorithm
with limited numbers of
features
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CHURN PREDICTION MODELS REVIEW

Applied Techniques

Data, Customer numbers,
Features numbers

Metrics

Sampling

Feature Selection

Neural network

Telecommunication, 500000
customers, 200 features, (1)

Lift

Under
sampling

Forward feature
selection with
decision tree and
genetic algorithm

C4.5 decision tree

Telecommunication, 114000
customers, 12 features, (1)

Lift, false
positive rate,
decision error

Oversampli
ng

Visible

Telecommunication, 100000
customers, 251 features, (1)

Top 5 lift,

Under
sampling

Visible

Telecommunication, 16384
customers, 200 features, (2)

Error rate, lift

-

R2 method

Financial services, 100000
customers, 30 features, (1)

AUC

-

-

Telecommunication, 160000
customers, 40 features, (1)

Hit rate, Top
decline lift

Oversampli
ng

Visible and EDA

C4.5 decision tree,
neural network,
datamining by
evolutionary learning
Logistic regression,
decision tree, neural
network
Logistic regression,
linear regression,
random forest,
regression forests
Logistic regression,
decision tree,
applying neural
network on clustered
parts

[15]

Using a new data mining
method for churn prediction

[16]

Churn prediction as a part of
customer life value model
(CLV)

[17]

Studying variables and
modeling methods for
customer churn prediction

[18]

The comparative and
functional study of customer
churn prediction

[10]

Improving and developing
churn prediction models and
testing them on real
customer retention
campaigns

Logistic
regression(with
markof chain),
random forests

Pay-TV, 143198 customers,
81 features, (1)

Accuracy,
lift, AUC

-

-

[19]

Using of support vector
machine for churn prediction
for newspaper subscribers

Logistic regression,
support vector
machine (SVM),
random forests

Newspaper subscribers,
90000 customers, 82 features,
(1)

Accuracy,
lift, AUC

Under
sampling

-

Improved balanced
random forests
(IBRF)

Chinese bank, 20000
customers, 27 features, (1)

Accuracy,
Top Decline
Lift

Increasing

The best features
selection increasingly

Decision tree, neural
network, C4.5, Logit,
PLS, Nave bays

Telecommunication, 100000
customers, 171 features, (2)

Hit rate

-

Feature selection with
PLS and by use of
VIP scores

Neural network,
decision tree, SVM,
Extended SVM

Chinese E-Commerce
website, 50000 customers, 27
features, (1)

Accuracy, hit
rate, cover
rate, lift

-

-

Hierarchical multi
kernel SVM (HMKSVM)

Telecommunication and food
shop database, 633- 8842
customers, 47-79 features, (2)

[20]

[21]

[22]

[23]

Improving accuracy of churn
prediction by combining the
cost sensitive random
weighted forests and
oversampling of random
forests
Customers churn behavior
analysis for predicting churn
and developing retention
strategies
Presenting a framework for
churn prediction in electronic
commerce area
Direct usage of behavior data
in prediction model without
converting them to static
data by using hierarchical
model

(1) private data, (2) public data

II.

PROPOSED MODEL

Due to the fact that combining individual algorithms
usually leads to better and more accurate predictions, in this
study a hybrid method for customer churn prediction is
suggested. Generally three factors should be kept in mind when
combining algorithms: (1) Training set creation, (2) selection
of individual algorithms that must be combined and (3) method
or rules that results are combined. The suggested model for
churn prediction includes the following steps:
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A. Data Preparation
Information needed for data mining models includes
demographic data like living location, age, gender, number of
children, salary, other financial data and bills and data related
to customer usage [14]. There is no need for customers’
personal information such as name, email address, mailbox,
father’s name, etc. and they can be deleted from the database in
this stage. Also missing data can be omitted or replaced with
special amounts like average or predicted amount resulted from
predicting techniques etc.
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B. Features Selection or Extraction and Ordering
This step is important because it uses important features
and omits extra and noisy features and those which have little
information helping to data cleansing and dimension reduction
[8]. In this study principal component analysis (PCA) is used
for this purpose. In this step, the goal is achieve to a set of
features which are the most effective in prediction by the use of
th
PCA. Fk is the k ordered feature that:

F1

F2

...

Fn

(2)

C. Constructing Subsets of Data According to The Extracted
Features and Training Model(s):
Regarding to the literature and strengthened C5.0 and
LOLIMOT high performance [26], these models are used as
individuals and by using weighted voting their accuracy is
improved.
1) C5.0 Algorithm
C5.0 decision tree is a classification tree. C5.0 algorithm is
an improved form of ID3 algorithm that constructs the decision
tree based on information theory. Training data are classified
sets of samples in the form of S= s1, s2,…. Each sample is a
vector of features s1= X1, X2,… Training data include the
vector that shows the class that each set belongs to, C= C1,
C2,… In each tree node the feature which makes the best
classification is selected in order to put the sample set in related
classes. This classification is done by computing entropy
(information gain). In this case the feature that has the highest
information gain will be selected as decision maker.
2) Boosting Algorithm
Boosting algorithm is an ensemble method that trains a set
of classification models [27]. It is the case when each train set
is created based on the accuracy of previous classification
models. In this algorithm, new classification methods are
constructed to predict the samples, in which classification
accuracy was weak, more accurately. This process is done by
adaptive resampling. This means that samples that were
classified incorrectly will have more chance to be selected in
the next step. Each sample has a weight and at the end of the
classification these weights will be up to date. Finally, the
result of different methods will be ensembled with voting.
Strengthening can increase the accuracy of C5.0 algorithm but
it needs more time for training.
3) LOLIMOT Algorithm
Linear tree model or LOLIMOT is based on the divide and
conquer strategy. In this method the complicated problem is
solved by dividing to several smaller problems [9]. LOLIMOT
algorithm for achieving a better outcome (outcome with
smaller error) will divide the problem area to several local
linear models (LLMs). And after finding the worst LLM,
continues the algorithm by dividing it to two LLMs. This
algorithm is used as a fast learning tree algorithm, in many
pattern recognition and prediction problems and it has some
remarkable results. LOLIMOT algorithm was first introduced
in locally linear neuro fuzzy model [28]. Dividing the incoming
area to small linear subsets by using fuzzy activation functions
www.etasr.com
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is the basic strategy in these networks. In locally linear neuro
fuzzy model, the neural network has one hidden layer. But
computing operation in its neurons is much more complex than
that of a regular neuron. In this network, there are (p+1)*M
weights (M is the number of neurons and p is the number of
inputs). In (3) and (4) the matrix of weights and inputs can be
seen. Each neuron has a LLM and a validity function. Validity
function will indicate validity area in the LLM. Validity
function is also known as activation function, because it
controls the actions of Locally Linear Models.
ω  [ 0 , 1 , ..., p ]

(3)

T

(4)

u  [u1 , u2 , ..., u p ]

It is clear that the first output is achieved by (5). It is the
output of LLM of the i th neuron.


y i  i0  i1 ui1  ...  ip u ip

(5)

Activation function can be computed by using (6) and (7).
 i (u )

 i (u ) 

(6)

M

  (u )
i

i 1

 (up  c ip )2 
 (u1  c i1 )2 

 (7)

...

exp

2
 22ip 
 2i1 

 i (u )  exp 

where i (u ) is a Gaussian function which has two parameters,
center Cij and standard deviation ij .


y

M 

 y  (u )
i

(8)

i

i 1

X   X 1

(sub)

(sub)

,X2

sub

, ..., X M



 1 u1 (1)

(sub)
X i  

 1 u (N)
1









 u p (1) 


 

u P (N)




(9)

(10)

In LOLIMOT, two parameters, center and standard
deviation, are considered to be fixed and the weights are
calculated by the least squares function. With the assumption
that having M neurons and N train vector, regression matrix
and train vector output can be defined as (7), (8) and (9). The
output vector for train data, is considered as:








y i  [y i (1), y i (2), ..., y i (N)]

(11)
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And, finally, the network output is calculated by (12).


y  Xω

(12)

Now, by considering a target function (13) through
changing the weights, we try to minimize the error.
N

I

 e (j)  min
2

(13)

j 1



That, e(j)  y(j)  y(j)
LOLIMOT algorithm starts the training process by starting
from one neuron or a specified numbers of neurons and the
following three stages are done repeatedly:


The worst neuron with highest error is recognized by
(14).

Ii 

 e (j) (u (j))

N

2

(14)

i

i 1



All cases in which this neuron can be divided in one of
its dimensions are considered and the case that has the
least error is selected.



The worst neuron is recomputed.

After selecting suitable data mining algorithms, subsets of
training data are constructed based on feature sets and the
proposed models train and test on each of these train sets.
Models are evaluated and cleaned according to their accuracy.
4) Combining outputs of classifiers
In this phase, the outputs of the remained classifiers from
the previous step will ensemble with one of the voting
algorithms that will be explained below. The simplest method
to combine classifiers is majority voting which gathers all
outputs of individual classifiers C1, C2, …, Cn and then the
output with the largest number of votes is selected as the final
decision.
(15)

CT  arg max Count i (V(C i ))

where V(Ci) is the vote of ith classifier.
The other voting method is the weighted voting, that is
improved but more complicated version of majority voting. In
this strategy, each classifier is assigned a weight according to
its classification performance. In this case, the weights can be
obtained by the following formula [29].
Wi 



1
 (1  ).( )i
n
2

(16)

where Wi is the weight of ith ordered classifier in which the
classifiers are arranged based on their accuracy performance,

 is a regulatory parameter 0<α<1 and

N

W 1 ∑
i

1

Then, the voting output will become:
www.etasr.com

W ≈ 1.
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kV(Ci )

Based on this method different weights are given to outputs
according to their accuracy. If the total weights of the methods
that estimate customer is churner are more than the whole
weights of other methods, the customer will be predicted as
churner, if not the customer is loyal.
III.

EVALUATION CRITERIA

The lift criterion is a performance measure which is the
result of the ratio between the obtained outcomes with and
without the use of the prediction model. The higher the lift
means the model is more accurate, and instinctively, the more
profitable a targeted proactive churn management program will
be [5]. Calculating lift criteria for all of churn management data
base is not logical and also not practical. It is also not
economically possible for the organization to apply churn
management for all customers, so it concentrates on those with
more churn probability. For this, the two mentioned outcomes
are usually kept apart, and are about 10-20% in marketing [26,
30].
As the top decile lift is the main criterion in the churn
management area [5], this criterion has been used to evaluate
the performance of applied algorithms. The top decile lift
focuses on the customers predicted most likely to churn. The
first 10% are the most critical customers (i.e. with high churn
probability) and this percentage is an ideal portion for targeting
the retention marketing campaign [9]. So for computing top
decline lift, first customers are sorted from predicted most
likely to predicted least likely to churn. Then the number of
customers that were correctly recognized in the first 10% will
be calculated. And finally this percent will be divided with the
total churn. If all customers (in the first 10%) were recognized
correctly and the ratio between churners and other customers is
50-50, the amount of top decline lift is equal to 100/50. In
addition to lift, proposed algorithm was compared with some
other algorithms that were mentioned in literature by the use of
two other criterions, accuracy and area under ROC curve
(AUC).
IV.

DATASET

The dataset is provided by the Teradata Center at Duke
University. The database contains of datasets of mature
subscribers (i.e. customers who were with the company for at
least six months) from a major U.S. telecommunication
company. There are three different datasets in this database:
calibration data, current score data and future score data. A
total of 172 variables are included in the datasets, one for churn
indication, and 171 variables for prediction. The prediction
variables include three types of variables: behavioral data such
as minutes of use, revenue, handset equipment, company
interaction data such as customer calls into the customer
service center, and customer household demographics. The
churn response is coded as a dummy variable with churn=1 if
the customer churns, and churn=0 otherwise. There are 100,000
records in the calibration dataset, 51,306 records in the current
score and 100,462 records in the future score dataset. The
actual average monthly churn rate is reported to be around
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1.88%. Calibratioon sample is a balanced data set with 50-500 split
bettween churneers and non-churners. Alsoo churn rate in
i the
currrent score annd future scoore datasets iss about 1.8%
%. The
callibration datasset (a balancedd one) is usedd as the traininng set
andd future scoore dataset iss used as thhe test set inn our
expperiments. It is necessary tto mention thaat the custom
mers in
eacch dataset aree different. Figgure 1 showss the training set in
two dimensions. In this Figuure, churner customers
c
andd nonwhich makes their
chuurners have a noticeable overlapping w
reccognition diffficult. In Figgure 1, red ccircles are chhurner
cusstomers and bllue squares aree non-churnerrs.

Fig. 2.

Correlation m
matrix with valuess over 0.5

In this phase, 55 features w
were selected thhat include 900% of
varriety. The ressult of this phase is 555 features orddered
acccording with deescending impportance.
D. Feature Subsets Developmeent
Feature subseets are constrructed and theen training suubsets
are developed based on them.
A1  {F1 , F2 ,F3 } , A 2  {F
{ 1 ,F2 ,F3 ,F4 } ,
Fiig. 1.

A3  {F1 , F2 ,F3 ,F4 ,F5 } , A50  {F1 ,F2 , F3 ,F4 ,F5 ,...,F555 }

Trainingg set in two dimennsions

V.

MEETHODOLOGY

A. Data Preparration
At first all feeatures with m
more than 30% missing valuee have
beeen omitted. T
Then for non-nnumerical data a new valuue was
givven and for nnumerical datta linear interrpolation was used.
Linnear interpolaation makes thhe replacemennt of missing value
possible by usiing of linearr relations beetween knownn and
T
procedurre has been carried out in SPSS
miissing value. This
18.0 platform.
B. Feature Seleection
There are 1171 features in the used dataset, and after
om
mitting featurees with moree than 30% m
missing valuee, 144
feaatures remain of which 1200 features were numerical aand 24
weere non-numerrical. For doinng other stagess the non-num
merical
feaatures were coded.
C. PCA Implem
mentation
The databasee used in this study just likke most other CRM
dattabases is bigg, and with loots of dimensiions that havee high
corrrelations as it can be seeen in Figure 2. The correelation
bettween featuress reduces the aaccuracy of models,
m
while on
o the
othher hand the llarge amount of data makees the data annalysis
diffficult. So, for reducing the ddimensions annd choosing thhe best
andd the most infformative feattures, PCA waas used. Afterr PCA
appplication, the number of pprinciple compponents is deefined.
Thhese componennts will be ussed as featuress at the next phase.
p
Foor defining their number, vvariety ratio criterion
c
was used,
whhich is one of tthe most impoortant ones in tthis field. Thiss ratio
is usually
u
betweeen 70-90% [311].
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E. Model Trainiing
LOLIMOT aalgorithm waas implementted in MAT
TLAB
med in Clemeentine
(R22011a) platforrm and C5.0 was perform
soft
ftware. At firstt, LOLIMOT and C5.0-booosting were appplied
on the training ssubsets separaately and thenn they were teested.
Aftter the testing the classifierss were orderedd according to their
acccuracy and those with lower than 50% werre omitted. Taable II
shoows the classiffiers with accuuracy higher thhan 50%. Finallly 18
classsifiers remainned.
TABLE II.
CLASSIFIERS WITH
W
HIGHER THAN
N 50% ACCURACY
Y
LOLIMOT
T-15 features
C5.0-boossting-10 features
C5.0-boossting-12 features
LOLIMOT
T-20 features
C5.0-boossting-13 features
LOLIMOT
T-25 features
C5.0-boossting-24 features
LOLIMOT
T-30 features
C5.0-boossting-37 features
LOLIMOT
T-32 features
C5.0-boossting-50 features
LOLIMOT
T-45 features
C5.0-boossting-55 features
LOLIMOT
T-48 features
LOLIM
MOT-5 features
LOLIMOT
T-50 features
LOLIMO
OT-10 features
LOLIMOT
T-55 features

F. Individual Cllassifiers Combination
For achievinng the final result the ooutcomes of these
classsifiers must bbe combined w
with one of thhe voting metthods.
Thee results of weighted vooting with diifferent regullatory
parrameter ( 0.1    1 ) were compared wiith majority vvoting
(Figgure 3). Also in Figure 4, thhe sensibility of weighted vvoting
to the different values of α is shown. Inn Tables III--IV a
mparison betw
ween the diffferent methoods mentioneed in
com
literrature of chhurn predictioon and the proposed m
model,
acccording to top decline lift aand accuracy ccriterion, is shhown.
Figgure 5 represeents the resultts of the methhods mentioned in
Tabble III. The prroposed modell is named as HWV in Figuure 5.
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TABLE III.

In Table V diffferent models are compareed according tto the
UC criterion. IIt can be that sseen the suggeested model hhas the
AU
higghest AUC. Also, the suggested methhod has betteer top
deccline lift in coomparison withh other hybridd methods. Figgure 6
shoows the compparison betweeen the differennt models accoording
to AUC.
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M
MODEL COMPARIS
SON ACCORDING T
TO TOP DECLINE LIFT
L
(FIG
GURE 5)

Top Deecline Lift
22.51
11.94
11.87
11.84
11.43
11.35

A
Algorithm
Sugggested model
L
LOLIMOT
C5.0
Neural network
Logiistic regression
Beyysian network

TABL
LE IV.
MODEL
L ACCURACY COM
MPARISON
Alggorithm
Accuraacy
Proposed model
92%
%
LOL
LIMOT
70%
%
Logisticc regression
60%
%
C
C5.0
50%
%
Neuraal network
45%
%
Beysiaan network
44%
%
TABLE V.
Fig. 3.

MODEL COMPARIISON ACCORDING
G TO AUC (FIGURE 6)

Algoorithm
Proposedd model (1)
LOLIM
MOT(2)
Logistic reegression (3)
C5.0 (4)
Neural nnetwork (5)
Beysian network
n
(6)

C
Comparison betweeen majority and weighted voting

VI.

Fig. 4.

Senssibility of weighteed voting to regullatory parameter (α)
(

AUC
C
0.677
0.622
0.58
0.622
0.622
0.577

CONCLUSION
O

As churn dataa are usually nnoisy and imbaalanced, non-hhybrid
models are oftenn not that accuurate. So, in tthis study a hhybrid
model was presennted to increasse the accuraccy of classifierrs. By
usinng the presented hybrid metthod, after gathhering suitablee data
andd applying nnecessary preeprocessing phases,
p
the most
impportant featurres were seleected and w
were given too the
predictors and thhe results werre combined too achieve the final
m
was evaluated
e
by uusing data froom a
outtcome. This method
teleecommunicatioon company and its higheer effectivenesss, in
com
mparison witth available methods, was
w
proved. Two
algoorithms, LOLIIMOT and C55.0 were used in this methodd, but
a laarger numberr of algorithm
ms can be com
mbined, and other
enssemble methodds that lead to more accuratee prediction caan be
exaamined (See ffuzzy regression [32], AN
NFIS [33-34], GAAN
NN [35] and IC
CA [36]) to produce a more efficient schheme.
Thee number of features, featuure subsets annd training suubsets
cann affect the preediction accurracy. Improvinng the methodds for
seleecting the optiimal number of
o these subsetts can also impprove
the model.
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